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Photoelectron spectra~PES! of sodium cluster anions NaN
2 (4<N<19), measured at close to room tem-

perature, are compared to the electronic density of states obtained from Born-Oppenheimer local-spin-density
Langevin molecular-dynamics simulations. Although the shapes of the clusters follow the general predictions
of jellium models, considerable deviations occur for the sizes withN<7. Most notably, Na7

2 shows a triaxial
deformation at elevated temperatures, caused by thermally induced quadrupole shape fluctuations. For Na12

2 as
well as for Na13

2 our simulations confirm the jellium model prediction of the existence of two quasidegenerate
~and thermally stable! shape isomers. The experimental PES data of these 1d midshell clusters, however,
suggest that only the oblate shapes are present in the experiment. This phenomenon may originate from the
formation mechanism of the clusters in the beam.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.68.165413 PACS number~s!: 36.40.Cg, 36.40.Mr, 33.60.2q
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I. INTRODUCTION

Photoelectron spectroscopy is a frequently used exp
mental method to extract electronic binding energies fr
atomic, molecular, and condensed-matter systems. For
ecules and clusters at low temperatures, a comparison o
measured photoelectron spectra~PES! with the electronic
density of states~DOS! obtained fromab initio calculations
for T50 optimal structures, provides information about t
underlying electronic structure and may lead to assignm
of pertinent structures. At finite temperatures floppy syste
such as sodium clusters undergo large-amplitude vibrat
or even isomerization~in fact, medium-sized sodium cluste
actually melt already significantly below room temperature1!.
In such a case the PES represent superpositions of the sp
of more or less different structures and therefore yield inf
mation about these structures as well as on the isomeriza
dynamics.

Sodium is one of the best representatives of a fr
electron metal, which is the reason why many of the prop
ties of sodium clusters have been successfully describe
jellium2–6 and Clemenger-Nilson7 models. Still these model
are quite crude approximations, and it is therefore desira
to check their predictions by theoretical and experimen
work which yields detailed information about the geome
cal and electronic structures of the clusters.

Although more complicated systems such as aluminu8

or silicon9 cluster anions have already been extensively st
ied, our knowledge concerning the PES of sodium clus
anions is still limited to cluster sizes below the octamer;10–12

a surprising fact in view of the significant efforts that h
been spent in the past to explore this system.7 For instance, it
is still unclear whether room-temperature sodium cluster
the middle of the jellium 1d shell exhibit a prolate or an
oblate shape,3–6 or rather a coexistence of the two.

We report here on a combined experimental and theo
cal study of room-temperature NaN

2 clusters (N54 –19).
Comparison of measured photoelectron spectra with the e
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tronic density of states recorded in finite-temperatureab ini-
tio simulations allows us to extract detailed informatio
about static and dynamic shape properties of simple m
clusters. Although the main features of the PES spectra
be understood through the use of the jellium model, we
able to detect and explain several spectral details. We s
that the influence of the ions leads to a slightly prolate sh
of the magic eight-electron cluster Na7

2 , and that an addi-
tional splitting of jelliump-type lines in the prolate cluster
Na7

2 and Na9
2 is caused by thermally induced quadrupo

shape fluctuations, clearly observable in the experiment. F
thermore, theoretical studies of 1d midshell clusters Na12

2

and Na13
2 revealed two energetically nearly degenerate ob

and prolate ground states~GS! in agreement with jellium
calculations.3–6 However, the experimental PES of these tw
clusters can only be interpreted by the oblate shapes.
relate this phenomenon to the formation mechanism of
clusters in the beam.

II. METHODS

For the photoelectron spectroscopy experiments the s
apparatus has been used as in a recent study of posit
charged sodium clusters.13 The clusters are produced in a g
aggregation source, in which sodium is evaporated from
crucible into a liquid-nitrogen-cooled stream of helium ha
ing a pressure of about 0.5 mbar. The clusters are ionize
a weak gas discharge burning in the crucible, and therm
zed afterwards by collisions with the cold He gas. After e
pansion into the vacuum the clusters enter a rf octupole
guide. This octupole extends from the source chamber
the next chamber and has two purposes: it is used to tr
port a large portion of the clusters through the 3 mm apert
separating the two chambers, and it is used as a tempora
for the clusters in order to bunch the continuous output of
cluster source. This is achieved by pulsing the exit apert
of the octupole, and enhances the cluster intensity in a bu
by a factor of 10–100. This temporal trapping of the cluste
©2003 The American Physical Society13-1
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which is necessary in order to obtain sufficient intensity
the photoelectron spectroscopy, also leads to an increas
their temperature due to collisions with background gas
oms~mainly helium!. The degree of heating of the clusters
difficult to quantify. A rough estimate can be obtained fro
the intensity of the odd-even modulation visible in the ma
spectra. It is comparable to the modulation observed
positively charged clusters with temperatures between 25
and 300 K; the clusters studied here therefore most prob
had temperatures in this range.

After leaving the octupole the clusters enter a hig
resolution double-reflectron time-of-flight mass spectro
eter, where a single cluster size is selected by a multiw
mass gate. These clusters are decelerated and inserted
magnetic bottle photoelectron spectrometer, where they
irradiated by an XeCl excimer laser (hn54.02 eV). The
flight time distribution of the emitted electrons is measur
and converted into a binding-energy distribution. The sp
trometer has an energy resolution of aboutE/dE540. It has
been calibrated by measuring the known spectrum of P2,
which leads to an error of the energy axis of less than
meV. In most cases the photoelectron spectra have been
eraged over 30 000 laser shots at a repetition rate of 100

Our ab initio treatment of the sodium cluster anions u
lizes the Born-Oppenheimer~BO! approximation for the
ionic molecular dynamics~MD! and on density functiona
theory ~DFT! in the framework of the local-spin-densit
~LSD! approximation for the description of the electron
ground state. The Kohn-Sham~KS! equations of DFT were
solved for the sodium 3s valence electrons employing th
BO-LSD-MD method.14 Nonlocal pseudopotentials15 were
used to describe the electron-ion interaction. Exchange
correlation were treated within LSD and a fully se
consistent generalized gradient correction~GGA!16 has been
applied.

Finite-temperature trajectories were generated by Lan
vin MD starting from an arbitrary initial ionic configuratio
for the NaN

2 clusters. At room temperature all the cluste
behave liquidlike17 and therefore equilibration periods of th
order of 5 ps were deemed sufficient to remove the init
state effects from the ionic trajectories. The subsequent s
pling trajectories covered a time period of about 20 ps. Lo
energy isomers were determined by frequent quenche
configurations extracted from these trajectories.

For a comparison with the experimental PES, the en
DOS was rigidly shifted in order to align the KS eigenval
of the highest occupied molecular orbital (eHOMO) of each
of the GS clusters with the theoretical vertical detachm
energy, obtained directly for the GS cluster in quest
through a total-energy calculation of the neutral cluster in
geometry of the anion. Such a procedure is analogous to
‘‘generalized Koopman’s theorem’’18 that corrects for the ap
proximations made for the exchange and correlation po
tial. This method has proven to yield a remarkable agreem
between the self-consistently shifted DOS and experime
PES in the case of aluminum8 and silicon clusters.9

At first, the good correspondence between the calcula
DOS and the measured PES might be surprising since m
density-functional practitioners consider KS orbitals and
16541
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ergies as mere auxiliary quantities without a physical me
ing; the only exception being the exact KS HOMO level f
which the equality of2eHOMO and the vertical detachmen
energy is theoretically justified.19 However, recently the in-
terpretation of the exact Kohn-Sham orbital energies
rather accurate approximations to the vertical ionization
tentials has gained strong theoretical support by the rigor
analysis given in Ref. 19, providing a physical basis for t
KS orbital energies; in this context exact refers to calcu
tions were the treatment of the exchange and correla
terms goes beyond the standard local-density approxima
and/or GGA approximations~see, e.g., Ref. 19!.

From the comparison of experimental ionization pote
tials with exact as well as approximate KS orbital energ
reported in Ref. 19, we conclude that most of the deviatio
of the theoretical DOS from the experimental PES~including
the need for a rigid shift of the calculated DOS, as describ
above! originate from the approximate nature of the e
change and correlation functionals~including gradient cor-
rections! used in this study. Of course, other functionals
cluding for instance, self-interaction corrections20 or higher
level calculations21 might reduce these deviations, but for a
almost-free-electron material such as sodium the agreem
between the LSD-DOS and the PES was sufficient enou
and we refrained from additional theoretical refinements.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

For each size, the lowest-energy structure~perceived
ground state22! is displayed in Fig. 1. The GS structures f
N<5 ~Ref. 23! agree with earlier calculations.11 In most
cases other isomers with similar shapes were only slig
higher in energy, e.g., a rhombus structure of Na4

2 ~not dis-
played! was found to be only 20 meV higher in energy th
the linear tetramer.24 Starting from the W-shaped pentam
and ending with Na11

2 a growth pattern can be identified, i.e
the topology of the NaN

2 cluster derives from NaN21
2 by re-

placing a particular atom in the structure of NaN21
2 by a

dimer (Na6
2 , Na7

2 , and Na11
2 ), or by capping a facet of the

NaN21
2 cluster (Na8

2 , Na9
2 , and Na10

2 ). Interestingly, our
search for the GS structures of the midshell clusters Na12

2 and
Na13

2 resulted in two energetically quasidegenerate GS
mers with clearly different shapes (Na12

2 : triaxial oblate vs
triaxial prolate; Na13

2 : axially symmetric prolate and oblate!
confirming corresponding jellium predictions. The structu
of Na16

2 resembles the GS of Na15
2 with the added atom

squeezed into the center of the cluster. The highly symme
GS of Na18

2 derives from theC4v GS of Na17
2 with an addi-

tional atom capping one of the square facets. The GS of N19
2

is not directly derived from that of Na18
2 .

The cluster shapes were analyzed by calculating the r
of gyration (Rmin<Rmiddle<Rmax) from analysis of the prin-
cipal moments of inertia for the ionic coordinates. The ra
of the GS clusters and the average radii from our fini
temperature simulations are plotted in Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!,
respectively. They exhibit the same size-evolutionary patt
as already found for a variety of jellium models; see, f
instance, the ultimate jellium results6 plotted in Fig. 2~c!.
3-2
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FIG. 1. Ground-state struc
tures of NaN

2 clusters (N54
219). For most sizes energet
cally close lying isomers were
found. For Na12

2 and Na13
2 , two

degenerate isomers with differen
shapes occur—those in the midd
row are prolate and those in th
bottom row are oblate.
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Here we point out differences between Figs. 2~a!, 2~b!, and
2~c! that will be helpful for discussing the experimental ph
toelectron spectra below.

First we remark that the ionic background potential cau
the largest deviations between the radii obtained from
BO-LSD-MD calculations and the jellium results for th
smallest clusters withN<7 ~8 or less electrons!, e.g., the

FIG. 2. The three radii (Rmax, Rmiddle, andRmin) of the anionic
sodium clusters along the principal axis, plotted vs the numbe
atoms in the cluster,N. Down-triangles, circles, and up-triangle
correspond toRmin , Rmiddle, and Rmax, respectively. The radii
were obtained from the moments of inertia of the ionic backgrou
~a! Radii pertaining to the GS structure, see Fig. 1.~b! Thermally
averaged radii from room-temperature BO-LSD-MD trajectori
~c! Radii calculated from the reported Hill-Wheeler parameters
the ultimate jellium results~Ref. 6!. Small filled symbols in~a! and
~c! represents other energetically degenerate GS isomers and~b!
averages over the trajectories in the shape basins of this isom
16541
s
r

eight-electron cluster Na7
2 has a prolate GS and a triaxia

deformation at room temperature in the BO-LSD-MD sim
lations, whereas the jellium model predicts it to be spheric
Second, the shapes calculated from the BO-LSD-MD res
for the larger clusters agree much better with the jelliu
predictions, especially in the 1d midshell. While for Na12

2

both isomers exhibit strong triaxial shape deformation~one
more oblate, the other more prolate!, the Na13

2 GS structures
are almost ideally oblate and prolate spheroidal. These fi
ings are in excellent agreement with the predictions of
ultimate jellium model6 @compare Fig. 2~a! with Fig. 2~c!#.
Other jellium models allowing triaxial deformations predict
similar isomerism for the 1d midshell.3–5

In the following, we compare the experimental photoele
tron spectra of NaN

2 (4<N<19) ~see thin solid curves in
Fig. 3! with the Gaussian broadened DOS of our GS clust
~thick solid curves in the first and third columns of Fig.!
and with the DOS from our room-temperature BO-LSD-M
simulations~represented by the stick spectra in the seco
and fourth columns of Fig. 3!. Within the BO-LSD-MD ther-
mal sampling period, the energies of the KS orbitals w
recorded and accumulated in bins of width of 25 meV yie
ing a histogram, and thus a continuous DOS without an
tificial Gaussian or Lorentzian broadening.

For low electron binding energies, we observe a go
overall agreement between the theoretical DOS’s and the
perimental data.25 We wish to remark that no additional em
pirical shifting ~see, e.g., Ref. 9! has been applied to th
DOS. Such shifts would result in many cases in an ev
better agreement between the experiment and the simula
Note that the binding energies of the stronger bound e
tronic states are consistently overestimated~e.g., the 1s state
typically by about 0.3 eV! in our simulations. The fact tha
we observed the same trend in the optical spectra of sod
cluster cations26 leads to the conclusion that the LSD a
proximation is the likely cause of this effect.

In many cases, the Gaussian broadened DOS of the
clusters already provides a reasonable description of
measured PES~see, e.g., Na5

2 , Na6
2 , Na11

2 , Na13
2 oblate, and

f

.

.
n

s.
3-3
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FIG. 3. Experimental photoelectron spectra of sodium cluster anions~thin solid curves! are compared to the Gaussian broadeneds
50.08 eV) ground-state DOS~thick solid curves in the first and third columns!, and to the thermally broadened DOS obtained fro
room-temperature BO-LSD-MD trajectories~histograms in the second and fourth columns!.
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Na16
2 ). For other clusters, several details in the spectra

not well reproduced and some are even absent. Notable
amples are the splitting of the peak at 1.8 eV binding ene
in the spectra of Na7

2 and Na9
2 as well as a poor descriptio

of the overall line shapes of these clusters. The reason
this failure is that at room temperature sodium clusters m
be considered as liquidlike, consequently, strong defor
tions occur and basins of several higher-lying isomers
explored~even in our relatively short simulations! resulting
in a significant modification of the DOS. For instanc
isomerization of the linear Na4

2 GS into the basin of the
rhombus structure was observed in our simulations
therefore the thermally broadened DOS reproduces the
perimental peak at 2.1 eV much better.

A critical inspection of Fig. 3 reveals that the theoretic
300-K spectra of the anionic clusters with an even numbe
atoms~open electronic spin shell! shows a lower degree o
agreement with the experiment than the odd-numbered NN

2

clusters~closed spin shell!. For the open spin-shell cluster
Na8

2 , Na10
2 , Na12

2 , and Na14
2 the GS Gaussian broadene

DOS reproduces rather well the lowest-energy peak of
16541
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measured PES, while this peak merges with the first m
band at 1.5–2.2 eV in the thermally averaged BO-LSD-M
DOS results. By lowering the temperature in the simulatio
we can recover this feature; see Fig. 4~a!, which shows the
thermally averaged DOS obtained from BO-LSD-MD sim
lation for Na8

2 at 200 K. Since the open spin-shell cluste
are most likely less stable than closed spin-shell clusters~the
evaporation energy of the monomer shows an odd-even
cillation as a function of the electron number!, they can be
on average slightly colder in the experimental beam~the
clusters are cooled by evaporation of monomers!. Compari-
son of the simulated and measured PES supports
scenario.

According to the jellium model, the eight-electron clust
Na7

2 should be spherical@Fig. 2~c!# reflecting the 1p shell
closure. However, due to the discrete ionic background
valence electron distribution is slightly prolate deform
leading to a twofold splitting of the threefold degenerate j
lium 1p shell ~see the GS spectrum in Fig. 3!. The experi-
mentally observed threefold splitting of the 1p shell is repro-
duced by the finite-temperature simulations where
3-4
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THERMAL EFFECTS IN THE PHOTOELECTRON . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B68, 165413 ~2003!
thermal ionic motion causes dynamical quadrupole defor
tions. These can be correlated to the lifting of the remain
degeneracy in the 1p shell, as displayed in Fig. 4~b! which
shows the time evolution of the difference between the c
ter’s median (Rmiddle) and the minimum (Rmin) radius as
well as the difference between the HOMO and the HOMO
eigenvalues (e42e3).

This striking correlation between the geometrical arran
ment of the ions and the electronic structure can already
explained in the framework of the simple Clemenger-Nilss
model~for a review, see Ref. 7!, where the electronic poten
tial of the cluster is treated as an ellipsoidal harmonic c
finement~with principal radii Rx , Ry , and Rz) yielding a
simple expression for the electronic eigenvalues,

Enx ,ny ,nz
5\v0F S nx1

1

2DR0

Rx
1S ny1

1

2DR0

Rx
1S nz1

1

2DR0

Rx
G .

Here,v0/2 denotes the curvature of the spherical harmo
confinement~that is, whenRx5Ry5Rz) and the value ofR0

is determined by volume conservation, i.e.,R0
35RxRyRz .

After a small triaxial deformation, we may assume thatRx
,Ry,Rz ~while keeping the volume unchanged!, and there-
fore the eight electrons of Na7

2 occupy four orbitals with
e15E0,0,0,e25E0,0,1,e35E0,1,0,e45E1,0,0. Conse-
quently, the eigenvalue difference

e42e35
\v0R0

RxRy
~Ry2Rx!

correlates withRy2Rx5Rmiddle2Rmin , in perfect agree-
ment with the finding in Fig. 4~b!.

The triaxial shape and the concomitant threefold splitt
of the 1p shell at elevated temperatures have been previo
predicted by BO-LSD-MD simulations for the neutral mag

FIG. 4. ~a! The DOS of Na8
2 obtained from a 200-K BO-

LSD-MD trajectory~histogram! compared to the corresponding e
perimental PES~solid curve!. ~b! For Na7

2 : the temporal evolution
of Rmiddle2Rmin ~thick solid curve, scale on the left! correlates
with the difference of the HOMO and the HOMO-1 eigenvalu
~thin solid curve, scale on the right!.
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Na8 cluster,27 as well as in a simulation of the PES of Cu7
2 .28

The same mechanism operates here also for Na9
2 with its

axial symmetric GS and triaxial room-temperature shape
Since theT50 shape isomers for Na12

2 and Na13
2 are en-

ergetically almost degenerate, one may expect that Na12
2 as

well as Na13
2 would visit both the oblate and the prolate b

sins at finite temperature, leading to a mixture of the char
teristic features of the GS DOS~see thick solid lines in the
panels marked oblate and prolate in Fig. 3!. One conse-
quently would expect strongly broadened experimental sp
tra for these clusters. However, in the BO-LSD-MD simu
tions trajectories that started from the oblate or prolate ba
stayed within those basins for tens of picoseconds, indica
that there has to be a sizable barrier between them at r
temperature. This result agrees with earlier BO-LSD-M
simulations of the neutral midshell Na14 cluster which
showed stable oblate and prolate shape deformations in
ps time scale at temperatures over 600 K.27

The experimental PES of both Na12
2 and Na13

2 can only be
interpreted by the simulatedoblate DOS spectra~Fig. 3!
which is a strong indication that only one shape isomer
favored when those clusters are formed in the experimen
possible explanation for that is that the mid-shell Na12

2 and
Na13

2 clusters, formed by evaporation of monomers from t
slightly larger parent clusters~which areoblate, see Fig. 2!
still reflect the shapes of their parents, coupled with the s
nificant barrier for the thermally induced shape change
observed in our simulations.

A barrier crossing from one shape basin to another
even involve a momentary spin flip. It is well known th
lifting the degeneracy and optimizing the total energy for t
1d midshell clusters may involve one of the two followin
mechanisms:~i! maximizing the cluster spin while keeping
close-spherical shape of the valence electron distribution~a
cluster analog to the Hund’s rule of atoms! or ~ii ! deforming
the shape and minimizing the spin~i.e., maximum spin cou-
pling of the electrons!. Since clusters are inherently deform
able by thermal motion of the ions, mechanism~ii ! is com-
monly assumed. However, we have also studied
possibility of the maximum spin mechanism~i!, by starting a
BO-LSD-MD simulation from an icosahedral Na13

2 with a
septet spinS53 ~the spin isomer of the icosahedron with th
lowest energy atT50) and heating the cluster to 300 K. Th
cluster deformed to an oblate shape and the spin spont
ously flipped to theS51 triplet. This shape and spin con
figuration was stable for 30 ps yielding a similar and on
slightly broader PES than the oblate singletS50 trajectory
shown in Fig. 3.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, a combination of photoelectron spectrosco
and finite-temperatureab initio molecular-dynamics calcula
tions has been used to identify the structures of negativ
charged sodium clusters with 4–19 atoms. While the ove
3-5
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shapes of the larger clusters (N.7) are in almost perfec
agreement with jellium model predictions, exceptions oc
for the size rangeN54 –7 where, for instance, the mag
Na7

2 cluster exhibits a triaxial deformation in our finite
temperature simulations. Nevertheless, the results dem
strate once more how well sodium clusters can be descr
by the simple jellium model.
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